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First Challenge: ROBOT RACE 

ROBOT-RACE rules 

1. The robots have to race 2 laps around the course as 

fast as possible and then stop. 

2. The starting line is green colored, the runnable path is 

white, while the boundaries and the forbidden area of 

the race are black. The race ends when a wheel of the 

running robot totally goes over the black area or after 

the max time for each round of 3 mins.  

3. The robots have to stop safely at the end of the race. 

4. The white path and the green line are painted over a 

black background, forming a unique sheet of paper or 

similar colored surface.  

5. The robot have to has the standard structure used on 

the beginner course, with the arm and the medium 

motor, but the sensors (the color, the gyro and the US 

or IR) can be installed in any place. 

6. If a wheel (or more) of a Robot overpasses the path of 

the course, or it stops after two whole runs and 

overpass the final green line, the round is ended. Only 

the referee evaluates these events. 

7. The referee will note the time of the eventual off-piste  

and the time of the arrival, useful for the rankings. 

8. The tournament is organized in two rounds, so each 

robot has to run 2 races, one for each round 

9. At the end of each round will be made a ranking based on the times (first the fasters for the regular 

ending and after the highest off-pista time).  

10. The referee will rate each race with 12 points for the best performance, 1 for the worst. At the end of 

the two rounds, the final ranking will be calculated adding the score of each race. 
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ROBOT RACE challenge organization 
(2 gameboards - 2 referees - 1,5 hours) 

 T01-T12 : the 12 students' teams 

 PA – PB : the 2 running gameboards  (for parallel runs) 

 Each run requires 5 minutes: 

o 1 minute for the calling and preliminary setup and software upload 

o 3 minutes for the run 

o 1 minute for the registration 

 2 rounds, (home and away), where each team has the possibility to do their run 

o first round: T01-T06 on platform PA, T07-T12 on platform PB, for a total time of 30 minutes 

of 6 runs and 15 minutes for the arrangement of the preliminary ranking 

o second round: T07-T12 on platform PA, T01-T06 on platform PB, for a total time of 30 

minutes of 6 runs and 15 minutes for the arrangement of the final ranking 

 example of compiled score-sheet 

ROBOT RACE – second round 

team 

off-piste 
time 

arrival time 
off-

piste 
time-
out 

regular 
2

nd
 round 

ranking 
2

nd
 round 

points 
final 

points 
final 

ranking 

[sec] [sec] [X/-] [X/-] [X/-] [#] [#] [#] [#] 

T01 3  X  - 4 9 17 3rd  

T02  116 -  X 1 12 23 1st  

T03   - X - 3 10 16 4th  

T04  156 -  X 2 11 20 2nd  

 

T01: off-piste after few seconds (3 sec), with 8 points on the first run 
T02: regular run in less than 2 minutes (116 sec), with 11 points on the first run 
T03: time-out, not arrived to the end in 3 minutes, with 6 points on the first run 
T04: regular run in about 2,5 minutes (156 sec), with 9 points on the first run 
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ROBOT RACE – first round 

team 
off-piste time arrival time off-piste time-out regular 

1
st

 round 
ranking 

1
st

 round 
points 

[sec] [sec] [X/-] [X/-] [X/-] [#] [#] 

T01        

T02        

T03        

T04        

T05        

T06        

T07        

T08        

T09        

T10        

T11        

T12        

first referee:  second referee: 

 

ROBOT RACE – second round 

team 

off-piste 
time 

arrival time 
off-

piste 
time-
out 

regular 
2

nd
 round 

ranking 
2

nd
 round 

points 
final 

points 
final 

ranking 

[sec] [sec] [X/-] [X/-] [X/-] [#] [#] [#] [#] 

T01          

T02          

T03          

T04          

T05          

T06          

T07          

T08          

T09          

T10          

T11          

T12          

first referee:  second referee: 
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